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§§ 1-4. In any equal-income group less sacrifice will be caused
when a given revenue is raised under a tax formula (with income
as the object of assessment) which causes work to expand more or
contract less than when it is raised under one which causes it to
expand less or contract more.
§ 5. As between lower and higher tax rates yielding equal
revenues the lower are, from this point of view, superior.
§§ 6-8. In respect of a given revenue the order of merit among
tax formulae is, first, poll-taxes ; second, regressive income taxes ;
third, proportionate income taxes; fourth, progressive income taxes.
§ 9. In view of the fact that most people's supply of work is fairly
inelastic, prima facie the difference is not likely to be very large.
§ 10. But this conclusion is modified when account is taken of
the differentiation against venturesome undertakings involved in
a steeply progressive income tax.
CHAPTER VI
distributional and announcement considerations in com-
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§§ 1-2. Since tax systems must be built up of general rules it is
not possible in practice to secure the best results from the stand-
point of least sacrifice in respect of both distribution and announce-
ment.
§ 3. Certain taxes, ideal from the announcement point of view,
should be pushed as far as distributional considerations allow ; but
taxes which are not thus ideal will also be needed.
§ 4. In an actual community consisting of persons of different
incomes the propositions set out in Chapter V concerning equal -
income groups are not necessarily valid; but progressive taxes
may be superior to regressive taxes even on the announcement
side.
§ 5. We must in practice mainly consider what is best from a
distributional point of view.
CHAPTER VII
the structure of an equal-sacrifice income tax where
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§ 1. Though there is no ground for holding that an equal-sacrifice
tax system would conform to the principle of least sacrifice, en-
lightenment can be gained by studying the structure of such a
system.
§ 2. It cannot take the form of a scheme of commodity taxes,
but only that of an income tax.
§§ 3-6. As a prelude some difficulties connected with the definition
of income are discussed.
§§ 7-8. In the taxation of persons with equal incomes diSerencos
in family estate should be allowed for :

